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EyeC relaunches its Italian website and
strengthens its local presence
Hamburg, September 10, 2019. Pursuing its growth strategy, EyeC has recently relaunched its
Italian website (www.EyeC-Italia.com). There, familiar in look and feel, EyeC presents its
comprehensive portfolio of artwork and print inspection systems, giving Italian companies the
opportunity to easily learn more about the different applications and solutions provided by EyeC.
“The demand for state-of-the-art, integrated quality control solutions is gaining more and more
momentum in Italy,” Andrea Corti, EyeC representative in Italy and CEO of Endeavor SRL, explains.
“With our comprehensive product portfolio — including integration solutions for pre-press
workflows, pharmaceutical and printing processes — we offer exactly what customers are looking
for. To face the market growth, we have expanded our service team at the beginning of the year.
To strengthen our presence, it is now time to refresh our website,” he concludes.
Since 2010, Endeavor SRL has been selling and commissioning EyeC inspection systems in Italy.
With more than 80 installed quality control solutions, EyeC has established itself as one of the
strongest inspection system suppliers to the pharmaceutical and printing industry in Italy.
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The redesigned Italian EyeC website presents the extensive product portfolio with even more clarity.

About EyeC
Founded in 2002 in Hamburg, Germany, EyeC is the market’s only supplier to ensure the product
quality throughout the entire printing process – from the first artwork file to the finished product.
The product portfolio includes file-to-file comparison for artwork revision control and prepress
applications, as well as print-to-file inspection systems for press sample testing and 100% print
quality control of products such as folding cartons, labels, leaflets, or flexible packaging. The
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market’s most intelligent algorithms ensure that the systems show only relevant defects. With
EyeC products, users avoid recalls, keep production costs and material waste in check and optimize
their quality control. Worldwide, there are over 1,800 EyeC inspection systems in use by
pharmaceutical companies, printers, and branded good manufacturers. The company currently
has over 60 employees in Hamburg and has international sales partners in more than 20 countries.
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